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 It is a reggae fusion album, featuring elements of rap, hip hop, R&B, dancehall, and electronica. The album is inspired by the reggae music of the 1960s and the 1970s, while recording in . The album had no charting singles, but it received a positive reception from critics, who praised the artist's new-found mature sound and lyrical delivery. Despite the lack of a charting single, the album was
successful, and it has gone platinum in the US, Canada, France and Switzerland. Background In 2012, Pleasure P signed with Lava Records and signed a publishing contract with Warner Chappell Publishing for three years, and began working on his debut studio album. He began writing songs that were inspired by the music of the 1960s and 1970s, the genre he grew up listening to. Pleasure P enlisted
producer  as a co-producer on the album, and they were working together for about four years. They both had a shared love of 1970s –style reggae and dancehall music, and they also wanted to make an album with soul-influenced music. They felt there were no American artists who could fully explore that sound, but they did find British artists who did. "There's a lot of reggae that doesn't necessarily
have a love of soul music", Cooper said in an interview with . Pleasure P released his music on YouTube before releasing his debut album, and he found that his live videos received more views than his videos. After the success of "You", he was invited to a reggae concert in the United Kingdom, where he met who was also a former Pretty Ricky member. This was the start of a friendship, and in 2013
they decided to form a group, with Cooper being the lead vocalist. and were added to the group as well, and they found themselves doing shows around the United States. Pleasure P and released their album Tropical Therapy in August 2014, on which he also co-produced. They set out to create a crossover album, and recorded an album that was inspired by reggae, but also contained soul music. They

decided to have a male vocalist do the rap vocals on the album, and Cooper performed all the rapping vocals on the album. They began recording their album in  at . The recording process took about a year and a half to complete, and Ple 520fdb1ae7
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